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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1

ROLE OF THE ADDENDUM

A Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension – Azusa to
Montclair project was published on February 14, 2013. This Addendum No.1 assesses potential changes
resulting from design refinements to the project proposed after the Metro Foothill Extension Construction
Authority (the Construction Authority) certified the Final EIR on March 6, 2013. The potential changes
consist of a grade-separated LRT crossing (“bridge”) at Garey Avenue in Pomona, and a shift in the
location of the Pomona Station platform.
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162 and 15164
provide for the preparation of an addendum to a final EIR when “some changes or additions are
necessary” that do not require major revisions to the previous EIR “due to involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in severity of previously identified significant effects”, or
substantial changes “with respect to the circumstances under which the project is undertaken”.
The CEQA Guidelines Section 15164 also indicates that the addendum need not to be circulated for
public review, but “can be included in, or attached to the final EIR”, and that “the decision making body
shall consider the addendum with the final EIR prior to making a decision on the project”. This
Addendum No.1 is an informational document presenting an evaluation of potential environmental
impacts of the proposed design refinements to be used by decision makers and it is not a policy document
of the Construction Authority. The Construction Authority, as the Lead Agency under CEQA, will
consider the information provided in this Addendum No. 1 prior to making a decision whether or not to
approve the proposed refinements.

1.2

ORGANIZATION OF THE ADDENDUM

The information in this Addendum is organized as follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction, which identifies the role and organization of the Addendum.
Chapter 2: Project Refinements, which describes the proposed project design refinements in detail.
Chapter 3: Environmental Evaluation, which presents the evaluation of potential environmental impacts
of the proposed design refinements.
Chapter 4: List of Preparers, which identifies the lead personnel involved in preparing the Addendum.
Appendices
Appendix A: Traffic Technical Report
Appendix B: Noise and Vibration Technical Report
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Chapter 2 – Project Refinements
Subsequent to the certification of the Final EIR and project approval in March 2013, the following design
refinements have been proposed, and are discussed in detail below:
(1) A new elevated light rail grade separated crossing at Garey Avenue (“bridge”).
(2) The shift in location of the Pomona station platform

2.1

BRIDGE AT GAREY AVENUE IN THE CITY OF POMONA

The Authority has analyzed the potential refinement of the track alignment design to include an LRT
bridge at Garey Avenue, which would address concerns of the City of Pomona about an at-grade crossing
at this location. The length of the grade separation from end to end would be approximately 2,300 feet—
spanning from just east of the adjusted station platform to a point approximately 1,500 feet east of Garey
Avenue.
Adhering to California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUCTD) standards, the roadway
clearance (for vehicles) for the Garey Avenue road below the bridge would be 15 feet and 6 inches.
At Garey Avenue, the bridge would be approximately 27 feet tall at the highest point as measured from
the roadway to the top of the barrier, the highest most visible permanent element of the structure. The
overhead catenary system (OCS), i.e., the electric wires that power the train and the poles that suspend
them, are between 19 and 21 feet above the top of rail. OCS poles, normally spaced 130-140 feet apart,
are 24 feet in total height.
The horizontal design, i.e., the “footprint” of the Metro Gold Line tracks would not change from that
described in the Final EIR. The existing freight/Metrolink tracks to the south of the bridge would not be
affected, and both freight and Metrolink trains would continue to operate at grade as they do currently.
Figure 1 illustrates the plans for the bridge and Figure 2 provides an illustration of architectural design
features that would be used for the Garey Avenue bridge based on the Metro Gold Line bridge at North
Santa Anita Avenue in the City of Arcadia. Figure 3 presents a visual simulation of the bridge at Garey
Avenue.
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Figure 1. Plan and Profile of Bridge at Garey Avenue

Figure 1 shows the plans depicting both the platform location considered in the Final EIR (in green) and
the proposed platform location refinement (in black).

Figure 2. LRT Grade Separation Architectural Design Concept at N. Santa Anita
Avenue
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Figure 3. Visual Simulation of LRT Bridge at Garey Avenue

2.2

STATION PLATFORM IN THE CITY OF POMONA

In the Final EIR, the Metro Gold Line station in the City of Pomona was proposed as being approximately
590 feet west of Garey Avenue. To accommodate the addition of the bridge (discussed above), the 270foot long station platform would need to shift 139 feet— about half the length of the platform—further
west, closer to the existing Metrolink platforms. No change would occur to the location of the parking
structure, the access roads to the parking structure, or pedestrian access to the platform from the parking
structure.
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Chapter 3 – Environmental Evaluation
Additional visual, noise and vibration, and traffic studies were conducted to evaluate the effects of the
proposed refinements. All other environmental issue areas identified in the Final EIR were also evaluated
in this Addendum No.1.

3.1

NOISE AND VIBRATION

The proposed refinements are located in a predominantly industrial area, and no sensitive receptors adjoin
the project refinements. The only noise and vibration sensitive receiver that is located in the vicinity of
the bridge is a cluster of single family residences on Kimball Avenue between Garey Avenue and Towne
Avenue south of the project right-of-way. This receptor is labeled “EB1” in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4. Sensitive Noise and Vibration Receptor Location (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure 5. Sensitive Noise and Vibration Receptor Location (Sheet 2 of 2)

The study took into account the distance between the sensitive receiver cluster and the LRT tracks (158
feet between the eastbound track and the façade of the nearest cluster). As in the Final EIR, the analyses
were based on the following inputs:





An LRT speed of 65 mph, except for a small segment immediately east of the Pomona station
platform, where the design speed is 45 mph), and track type (ballast-and-tie).
A reference train noise level of Lmax of 77.7 dBA at 50 feet and 40 mph for a two car train on
ballast-and-tie track.
63 train events during daytime hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 21 train events during nighttime
hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.), with two-car operation.
A relocation of the existing freight track within the project right-of-way.

As shown in Table 1, the predicted noise level is an Ldn of 63.5 dBA, a 1.5 dB increase over the existing
noise level, which is lower than the FTA’s moderate impact threshold of a 1.7 dB increase. Therefore, the
proposed refinements would not result in any new or greater significant noise impacts. (See Table 4 for a
comparison of predicted noise levels for the project with and without the proposed refinements.)
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Table 1. Predicted Noise Level and Impact Assessment
Cluster
Eng.
No.1
Station
Pomona Eastbound
EB1

1929+00

Dist.,
ft2

Speed,
mph

Existing
Ldn, dBA

Predicted
Ldn, dBA

158

65

62

63.5

Threshold3
Mod. Sev.
1.7

Impact

No. of
Impacts

No

-

4.4

Source: ATS Consulting, 2014
Notes:
1

The buildings included in each cluster are detailed in Figure 1 and Figure 2
The distance in feet from the closest sensitive receiver in the cluster to the proposed near light-rail track.
The threshold is the allowable increase in noise from the existing Ldn. The FTA designates two threshold levels: moderate and
severe.
2
3

Table 2 shows predicted noise levels by the area’s noise source.

Table 2. Predicted Noise Levels by Source
Cluster
No.1

Eng.
Station

Dist.,
ft2

LRT
Ldn,
dBA

158

56.5

Pomona Eastbound
EB1
1929+00

BNSF
BNSF Horn
Traffic
Predicted
Ldn, dBA Ldn, dBA Noise Ldn3, Ldn4, dBA
dBA
41.7

53.3

62

63.5

Existing
Ldn5, dBA

62

Source: ATS Consulting, 2014
Notes:
1

The buildings included in each cluster are detailed in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The distance in feet from the closest sensitive receiver in the cluster to the proposed near light-rail track.
3
The traffic noise Ldn is the measured existing Ldn without the BNSF train and horn noise.
4
The predicted Ldn is the sum of the LRT Ldn, BNSF Ldn, BNSF horn Ldn, and Traffic Noise Ldn.
5
The existing Ldn is the measured existing noise level.
2

The same inputs used in the vibration predictions in the Final EIR analysis are used in this analysis,
including the distance from the sensitive receiver cluster to the LRT tracks, train speed, and track type.
As shown in Table 3, the predicted vibration level at the sensitive receiver is 67 VdB in the 31.5 Hz 1/3
octave band, which is 5 decibels below the FTA’s impact threshold.

Table 3. Predicted Vibration Levels in Pomona
Cluster
No.1

Eng.
Station

Pomona Eastbound
EB1
1929+00

Dist.,
ft2

158

Speed, Threshold, Predicted 1/3 Octave
mph
VdB
Band Max., Band, Hz4
VdB3
65

72

67

31.5

Impact

No. of
Impacts5

No

—

Notes:
1

The cluster numbers refer to the same sensitive receivers used for the noise analysis. The buildings included in each cluster are
detailed in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
2
The distance in feet from the closest sensitive receiver in the cluster to the proposed near light-rail track.
3
Maximum predicted vibration level in any 1/3 octave band.
4
The 1/3 octave band that corresponds to the predicted band maximum.
5
Number of dwelling units in the cluster.

There are no sensitive receivers near the proposed platform for the Final EIR project or for the LRT
bridge project, so the shift in the platform location will not result in any changes to the noise or vibration
analysis, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Comparison of Predicted Noise and Vibration Levels With and Without
Project Refinements
Cluster
No.1

Eng.
Station

Dist., ft2 Speed,
mph

Project
Project with
Project
Project with
without
Refinements
without
Refinements
Refinement
Predicted
Refinements
Predicted Vib
s Predicted Noise Level3, Predicted Level, Band Max,
Noise
Ldn, dBA
Vib Level,
VdB
Level3,
Band Max,
Ldn, dBA
VdB

Pomona Eastbound
EB1

1929+00

158

65

63.5

63.5

67

67

Notes:
1The buildings included in the cluster are detailed in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
2The distance in feet from the closest sensitive receiver in the cluster to the proposed near light-rail track.
3The predicted Ldn is the sum of the LRT Ldn, BNSF Ldn, BNSF horn Ldn, and Traffic Noise Ldn.

In summary, the analyses determined that under the worst-case scenario where trains travel at maximum
design speed of 65 miles per hour, the predicted noise and vibration levels at this receiver would not
exceed the FTA impact thresholds. Therefore, the proposed refinements would not result in any new or
increased significant impacts.

3.2

TRAFFIC

The proposed bridge over Garey Avenue will not eliminate or affect the existing at-grade railroad
crossing, which will remain and continue to be used by Metrolink and freight trains. To evaluate
potential traffic effects, traffic was evaluated at the following four intersections:





Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

As illustrated in Figure 6, these are the only intersections that are close to the proposed bridge and
therefore, could potentially be affected by this refinement.
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Figure 6. Traffic Study Locations

Intersections are studied for impacts according to the criteria in the Los Angeles County Traffic Impact
Analysis Study Guidelines (1997), which defines the level of impact depending on the number of
seconds/vehicle and final level of service (LOS) with the project illustrated in Table 5.
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Table 5. Los Angeles County Intersection Impact Thresholds
Final Level of Service (LOS)
Significant Increase in Delay
with Project
(Seconds/Vehicle)
Unsignalized Intersection
LOS C
≥4
LOS D
≥2
LOS E/F
≥ 1.5
Signalized Intersection
LOS C
≥6
LOS D
≥4
LOS E/F
≥ 2.5
Source: Los Angeles County Traffic Impact Analysis Study Guidelines, 1997.
Control Type

Intersection operating conditions with the proposed refinements were compared with the No Build
Alternative to identify potentially significantly affected locations. Table 6 and Table 7 summarize
intersection impacts for the AM and PM peak hours, respectively. As indicated, there would be no
change in the level of impact with the proposed refinements. Impacts at three of the four intersections
would continue to be less than significant, and as shown in Table 6, the previously identified significant
effect at Avenue/Bonita Avenue intersection within the study area would not change. This impact was
previously identified in the 2013 Final EIR on page 2-94, Table 2-27 as generally due to the increase in
the number of vehicles at this intersection, which are destined for the parking structure at the Pomona
station in the AM peak.

Table 6. AM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison
Intersection

Control Type

2035 No Build

2035 Build

LOS

Delay1

LOS

Delay

Change
in Delay

Significant
Impact

Garey Avenue/
Harrison Avenue

Signalized

A

7.5

A

7.9

0.4

NO

Garey Avenue/
Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/
Santa Fe Street

Signalized

B

16.0

C

32.6

16.6

YES

One-way Stop

B

10.8

A

9.4

-1.4

NO

Garey Avenue/
Arrow Highway

Signalized

C

28.3

C

29.9

1.6

NO

Change
in Delay

Significant
Impact

1

Average vehicle delay in seconds

Table 7. PM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison
Intersection

Control
Type

2035 No Build
LOS

Delay

LOS

Delay

Garey Avenue/
Harrison Avenue

Signalized

A

6.0

A

5.9

-0.10

NO

Garey Avenue/

Signalized

B

15.8

B

18.5

2.7

NO

1

2035 Build
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Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/
Santa Fe Street

One-way
Stop

B

12.4

B

13.2

0.8

NO

Garey Avenue/
Arrow Highway

Signalized

C

30.9

C

34.5

3.6

NO

1

Average vehicle delay in seconds

Table 8 and Table 9 show, respectively, a comparison of AM and PM peak hour intersection LOS
between the project as described in the Final EIR and the project with the proposed refinements.

Table 8. AM Peak Hour Intersection LOS Comparison of Project With and Without
Proposed Refinements
2035
Final EIR
Project
Control
Intersection
Type
LOS Delay1
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
A
7.9
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Signalized
C
32.6
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
A
9.4
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway
Signalized
C
29.9
1
Average vehicle delay in seconds

2035
Project with
Refinements
LOS Delay1
A
7.9
C
32.6
A
9.4
C
29.9

Change in
Delay
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 9. PM Peak Hour Intersection LOS Comparison of Project With and Without
Proposed Refinements
2035
Final EIR
Project
Control
Intersection
Type
LOS Delay1
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
A
5.9
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Signalized
B
18.5
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
B
13.2
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway Signalized
C
34.5
1
Average vehicle delay in seconds

2035
Project with
Refinements
LOS Delay1
A
5.9
B
18.5
B
13.2
C
34.5

Change in
Delay
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

As shown, the LOS for these intersections along Garey Avenue is not affected by the grade crossing
because the railroad tracks are located mid-block from adjacent signalized intersections (which are Bonita
Avenue to the north and Arrow Highway to the south). The existing southbound lanes from Bonita
Avenue have the queuing capacity of 720 feet per lane and the northbound lanes from Arrow Highway
have the capacity of 1,280 feet per lane, while the “gate spill back” queue from the gate to the intersection
is estimated at 400 feet per lane southbound from Bonita Avenue and 390 feet per lane northbound from
Arrow Highway. Thus, because this is a mid-block at-grade crossing location with ample storage capacity
for queuing, the queues do not spill back to the signalized intersections. For the unsignalized intersection,
the north/south traffic is not controlled and the eastbound one-way out of Santa Fe Street is a right-turn
only stop sign, so the eastbound traffic needs to wait for gaps from opposite traffic and does not get
delayed when the gate is down.
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As there would be no change at these four intersections that are close to the bridge, there would be no
change at any other of the six intersections in Pomona analyzed in the Final EIR which are located farther
away from the proposed bridge. Nonetheless, incorporating the proposed bridge into the project would
have a beneficial effect. It would eliminate the addition of another at grade crossing for LRT trains to the
existing at-grade railroad crossing which is, and will continue to be, used by freight and Metrolink trains.
Without adding LRT trains to this at-grade crossing, the gate down time would result in a reduced
frequency of queues at the crossing during the peak hour. With LRT trains added (as considered in the
Final EIR), the gate down time would result in queues 49% of the time during the peak hour. With the
proposed bridge, and thus without LRT trains added, the gate down time would result in queues 22% of
the time during the peak hour. In addition, as addressed in Section 3.5 (Safety and Security) of this
Addendum, the provision of the proposed bridge refinement would have a beneficial effect of enhancing
vehicular and pedestrian safety at this location.
The same mitigation identified in the Final EIR and set forth below, would be implemented for the project
with the proposed refinements:
LTR-4 — In Pomona, the Construction Authority shall cooperatively work with the City, and
contribute funding as necessary, to modify the Garey Avenue and Bonita Avenue intersection
within existing right-of-way. The proposed modification is a restriping of the northbound
approach to provide two exclusive left-turn lanes, one through lane, and one shared rightturn/through lane. The “receiving leg” would also be restriped to provide two through lanes.
With this measure, as identified on page 2-113, Table 2-33 of the Final EIR, the intersection of Garey
Avenue and Bonita Avenue would operate at LOS C in the AM peak hour and at LOS B in the PM peak
hour, as shown below.
Intersection

AM
LOS

Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue

C

Delay
21.9

PM
LOS
B

Delay
19.1

Residual
Impact
NO

In the Final EIR, Garey Avenue was identified as a grade crossing location that would require
improvements to maintain safe operations of the proposed LRT with an at-grade configuration, These
improvements were identified in the Final EIR as two long-term mitigation measures LTR-6 and LTR-7,
With the implementation of the proposed Garey Avenue bridge to grade separate the LRT tracks from the
at-grade crossing at Garey Avenue, these at-grade improvements would no longer be necessary.
Nonetheless, even though as a result of the proposed bridge these measures are no longer necessary,
they would constitute an improvement for Metrolink and freight train operations which will continue as
they currently do. Therefore, the mitigation measures LTR-6 and LTR-7would be implemented to
enhance at-grade crossing operations for Metrolink and freight trains at Garey Avenue.

The shifting of the station platform 139 feet to the west to accommodate the LRT bridge at Garey would
not change station access. The station would continue to be accessed by car only via the parking
structure at the same location considered and evaluated in the Final EIR.
The proposed station platform location refinement would result in a beneficial effect of furthering
efficient and convenient pedestrian and/or user traffic between the Metro Gold Line station and the
existing nearby Metrolink station.
Therefore, the shifting of the station platform and the provision of the proposed bridge would not result in
any new or increased adverse traffic impacts.
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VISUAL

The proposed bridge at Garey Avenue would be a new visual element in the City of Pomona. As noted in
the Final EIR (page 3.13-21), the area adjacent to the right-of-way between Fulton Road and Garey
Avenue is an industrial park with few landscape features, little topographic relief, and no scenic resources
other than intermittent north-facing views of the San Gabriel Mountains. Concrete and corrugated metalclad industrial buildings and two sets of railroad tracks are the visually dominant features. The area
adjacent to the right-of-way between Garey Avenue and Towne Avenue is also predominantly industrial
and commercial, and the proposed bridge structure would face industrial buildings that abut the existing
freight railroad track.
There are no residential or other sensitive uses that adjoin the proposed bridge. The closest such uses are a
senior citizen residential complex (Serenity Villas) at 158 E. Bonita Avenue, and a row of single-family
homes at 141-295 E. Magnolia Street. The closest corner of the Serenity Villas is approximately 400 feet
northeast from the bridge at Garey Avenue and the closest single-family home is approximately 400 feet
southeast from the bridge. The only scenic resources identified in this setting are the north-facing views
of the San Gabriel Mountains.
As with all project components, construction of the proposed bridge would involve temporary presence of
construction equipment and activities along the right-of-way. While this temporary presence would be
visible to the surrounding uses, it would be over 400 feet away from the closest residential uses and has
no potential to substantially disrupt the residents’ north-facing views of the mountains. Construction
hours are not expected to extend into the night; therefore, use of lights would be minimal. As identified in
the Final EIR, if the use of lights is necessary, an adequate buffer and screening will be provided to avoid
light spill (Mitigation Measures VIS-3). Therefore, this temporary impact would be less than significant.
Because the proposed bridge crosses over a roadway and not another railroad, it is more than eight feet
lower than the flyover structure at Towne Avenue evaluated in the Final EIR. Whereas the Towne
Avenue flyover has a clearance of approximately 24 feet, the Garey Avenue bridge has a clearance of 15
feet and 6 inches. The proposed bridge will have a much lower profile and lesser length and would be
designed with aesthetic features that give it an appearance similar to the Metro Gold Line bridge at Santa
Anita Avenue in the City of Arcadia (see Figure 2). These design features would also be incorporated
into the Towne Avenue flyover to reduce its aesthetic effect.
Figure 7 presents an existing view at Garey Avenue facing north toward the railroad tracks, and Figure 8
presents the same view with a superimposed visual simulation of the proposed bridge.
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Figure 7. Existing View from Garey Avenue without the Proposed Bridge

Vantage point: south of existing tracks looking north.

Figure 8. Existing View from Garey Avenue with Proposed Bridge Simulation

Neither Serenity Villas nor the residences at 141-295 E. Magnolia Street would have a direct view of the
proposed bridge. This is because of the orientation of the closest Serenity Villa building, which is 400 feet
away from the proposed bridge and an intervening two-story commercial development (currently under
construction) that constrain southwest-facing views. Similarly, the single-family residences along E.
Magnolia Street 400 feet away from the proposed bridge would be visually buffered from the bridge by
existing intervening commercial properties, including a large storage facility that abuts the alley just to
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the north of the single-family homes. With no direct view of the bridge, the proposed bridge would not
block or obscure the views of the north-facing panoramic views of the San Gabriel Mountains from these
uses.
Given the primarily industrial context of the bridge, its low profile, and the aesthetic treatments of its
design, the impact would be less than significant.
The shifting of the station platform 139 feet—about half the platform’s length—to the west to
accommodate the proposed bridge has no potential to block or obscure the north-facing panoramic views
of the San Gabriel Mountains when compared to the previously considered platform location.
No new or increased significant impacts on visual resources would occur with the proposed project
refinements.

3.4

AIR QUALITY AND GREENHOUSE GASES (GHG)

The proposed Pomona station refinement consists of providing the station platform 139 feet farther to the
west in comparison to the platform location considered in the Final EIR. The refinement does not involve
any changes to the platform itself or to any other station elements. Providing the same station platform
139 feet farther to the west would not involve any new, additional, or different construction or operation
activities than those associated with providing the station platform as considered in the Final EIR.
Therefore, this refinement would not generate any new or greater air pollutant or greenhouse gas
emissions than those considered for the Pomona station in the Final EIR.
The provision of the proposed bridge at Garey Avenue in Pomona refinement would involve activity
associated with bridge construction instead of activities associated with the at-grade crossing that was
considered for this location in the Final EIR. The proposed bridge refinement would be a smaller
structure than the flyover structure at the Pomona’s Towne Avenue location that was evaluated in the
Final EIR and consequently, it would involve more limited construction, and correspondingly fewer air
pollutant and GHG emissions.
As with all construction activities associated with the project, construction activities associated with the
proposed bridge refinement will proceed in compliance with Metro’s Green Construction Policy and
would implement mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR to reduce peak day air pollutant,
including GHG, emissions. As identified in the Final EIR, a range of mitigation measures to reduce
construction-related emissions identified for similar LRT projects in the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) area and in Metro’s Green Construction Policy will be used, which
includes the following:
 CON-1—Water or a stabilizing agent shall be applied to exposed surfaces in sufficient quantity to
prevent generation of dust plumes.


CON-2—Track-out shall not extend 25 feet or more from an active operation and track-out shall be
removed at the conclusion of each workday.



CON-3—Contractors shall be required to utilize at least one of the measures set forth in South Coast
Air Quality Management District Rule 403 section (d)(5) to remove bulk material from tires and
vehicle undercarriages before vehicles exit the project site.



CON-4—All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall maintain at least six (6)
inches of freeboard in accordance with California Vehicle Code Section 23114.
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CON-5—All haul trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials shall be covered (e.g., with
tarps or other enclosures that would reduce fugitive dust emissions).



CON-6—Traffic speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to 15 mph. Operations on unpaved
surfaces shall be suspended when winds exceed 25 mph.



CON-7—Heavy equipment operations shall be suspended during first and second stage smog alerts.



CON-8—On-site stockpiles of debris or rusty materials shall be covered at all times when not being
used. On-site stockpiles of dirt shall be watered at least two times per day or covered at all times
when not being used.



CON-9—Contractors shall maintain equipment and vehicle engines in good condition and in proper
tune per manufacturers’ specifications.



CON-10—Heavy-duty trucks shall be prohibited from idling in excess of five minutes, both on- and
off-site.



CON-11—Construction parking shall be configured to minimize traffic interference.



CON-12—Construction activity that affects traffic flow on the arterial system shall be limited to offpeak hours.



CON-13—Construction staging and vehicle parking, including workers’ vehicles, shall be prohibited
on streets adjacent to sensitive receptors such as schools, daycare centers, senior facilities, and
hospitals.



CON-14—Portable generators shall be low-emitting and use ultra low sulfur diesel (<15 parts per
million) or gasoline.



CON-15—Construction equipment shall use a combination of low sulfur diesel (<15 parts per
million) and exhaust emission controls.



CON-16—The construction process shall use equipment having the minimum practical engine size
(i.e., lowest appropriate horsepower rating for the intended job).



CON-17—Contractors shall be prohibited from tampering with construction equipment to increase
horsepower or defeat emission control devices.



CON-18—The Construction Authority shall designate a person to ensure the implementation of air
quality mitigation measures through direct inspections, records reviews, and complaint investigations.

As identified in the Final EIR, during construction, mitigation measures CON-1 through CON-8 would
reduce fugitive dust emissions, and mitigation measures CON-9 through CON-19 would reduce exhaust
emissions, including NOX, PM2.5, and PM10. Generally, SCAQMD dust control measures aim to reduce
fugitive dust by approximately 60 percent and measures CON-1 through CON-19 would further reduce
the temporary effects of construction on air quality. However, even with these reductions, the peak day
emissions of NOx pollutants from construction of the entire project may exceed the SCAQMD daily
threshold amounts and emissions of PM2.5 and PM10 may exceed localized thresholds, as illustrated in
Table 10 in the Final EIR and shown below. The table shows construction emissions, calculated as
maximum regional construction emissions which present a “worst case” scenario for a peak construction
day impacts for the entire Azusa to Montclair extension project.
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Table 10. Potential Maximum Peak Day Construction Emissions

Maximum Regional Emissions
Regional Significance Threshold
Exceed Threshold?
Maximum Localized Emissions
Localized Significance Threshold
Exceed Threshold?

VOC
31
75
No
21
—1
—1

NOx
267
100
Yes
191
91
Yes

Pounds Per Day
CO
SOx
147
<1
550
150
No
No
90
<1
—1
664
—1
No

PM2.5
18
55
No
14
3
Yes

PM10
29
150
No
25
5
Yes

Source: Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension – Azusa to Montclair Final EIR, February 2013.
1. SCAQMD has not developed localized significance thresholds for VOC or SO .
x

This “worst case” scenario of potential peak construction day emissions represents the potential emissions
from construction of the entire project, as described in the Final EIR. This “worst case” scenario assumed
up to 20 pieces of heavy-duty equipment operating simultaneously and up to 200 heavy-duty truck
roundtrips per day on a peak day construction day for the entire project, which would accommodate the
construction associated with the proposed bridge refinement. Therefore, with implementation of the
identified mitigation measures, no new or increased significant air quality or GHG impacts are anticipated
from construction of the project, including the proposed Garey Avenue bridge refinement, beyond those
considered in the Final EIR.
With the proposed refinements, and as identified in the Final EIR, the project would continue to: (1) result
in long-term beneficial effect on air quality by providing additional mode of transportation with
electrically-powered trains predicted to reduce regional emission burden levels, and (2) be consistent with
growth assumptions and objectives of the regional Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) as it is
included in regional growth assumptions of the SCAG 2012-2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS). Thus, with the proposed refinements the project
would continue to contribute to the implementation of the regional AQMP and to the region’s ability to
comply with federal and state air quality standards, as identified in the Final EIR.

3.5

OTHER IMPACTS

Biological Resources: There are no biological resources located in the area of the proposed Pomona
station platform location and the Garey Avenue bridge refinements. The proposed refinements do not
involve the removal or trimming of trees or other vegetation or work within or near existing drainages and
thus, the proposed refinements would result in no impact on biological resources.
Communities, Population, Housing and Land Use and Planning: The proposed refinements consist of
locating the Pomona station platform 139 feet further to the west and providing an LRT bridge rather than
an at-grade crossing at Garey Avenue in Pomona within the project’s right-of-way. No acquisition or
displacement of any existing use would occur, and the proposed refinements would not result in a new or
increased significant effect on the community, housing, population, land use or planning.
As identified in the Final EIR, to address concerns related to access to properties during construction, the
following preventive measures would be implemented as part of the Traffic Management Plan:


S-1—Schedules for street closures shall be developed in consultation with each corridor city.
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S-2—Advance notice indicating when access will be closed or limited shall be posted on city streets.



S-3—Signs indicating access routes and alternate access points, as well as announcing that affected
businesses are open, shall be posted.



S-4—Newspaper notices shall be placed to indicate street and access closures.



S-5—The Construction Authority website shall include information regarding planned street and
access closures.

These mitigation measures will be implemented during construction of all project components, including
the proposed refinements if they are approved. With implementation of these measures, the impact of the
project would continue to be less than significant as determined in the Final EIR.
Community Facilities and Parkland: There are no community facilities or parklands located in the area
of the proposed Pomona station platform location and the Garey Avenue bridge refinements. Thus, the
proposed refinements will not result in any new or increased impacts on these resources.
Cultural Resources: There are no known cultural resources located in the area of the proposed Pomona
station platform location and the Garey Avenue bridge refinements. Thus, the proposed refinements
would result in no new or increased impact on these resources.
As identified in the Final EIR, the following mitigation measures will be implemented during
construction of the project in the event of an accidental discovery of the previously unknown cultural
resources:


CR-1—If buried cultural resources are uncovered during construction, all work shall be halted in the
vicinity of the archaeological discovery until a qualified archaeologist can visit the site of discovery
and assess the significance of the archaeological resource. In the event that any artifact or an unusual
amount of bone, shell, or non-native stone is encountered during construction, work will be
immediately stopped and relocated to another area. The Construction Authority will stop construction
within 100 feet of the exposed resource until a qualified archaeologist can evaluate the find (see 36
CFR 800.11.1 and CCR, Title 14, Section 15064.5[f]). Examples of such cultural materials might
include: ground stone tools such as mortars, bowls, pestles, and manos; chipped stone tools such as
projectile points or choppers; flakes of stone not consistent with the immediate geology such as
obsidian or fused shale; historic trash pits containing bottles and/or ceramics; or structural remains. If
the resources are found to be significant, they will be avoided or will be mitigated consistent with
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) Guidelines. All construction equipment operators will
attend a preconstruction meeting presented by a professional archaeologist retained by the
Construction Authority that will review types of cultural resources and artifacts that would be
considered potentially significant, to ensure operator recognition of these materials during
construction.
In the event of an accidental discovery of any human remains in a location other than a dedicated
cemetery, the steps and procedures specified in Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5, California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Section 15064.5(e), and Public Resources Code Section 5097.98
shall be implemented. No further excavation or disturbance of the area or any nearby area reasonably
suspected to overlie adjacent remains until the coroner is contacted and the appropriate steps taken
pursuant to Health and Safety Code §7050.5 and Public Resource Code §5097.98. If the coroner
determines the remains to be Native American, the coroner shall contact the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours. If Native American human remains are discovered
during project construction, it shall be necessary to comply with state laws relating to the disposition
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of Native American burials that are under the jurisdiction of the NAHC (Pub. Res. Code Section
5097). For remains of Native American origin, no further excavation or disturbance shall take place
until the most likely descendant of the deceased Native American(s) has made a recommendation to
the landowner or the person responsible for the excavation work regarding means of treating or
disposing of the human remains and any associated grave goods, with appropriate dignity, as
provided in the Pub. Res. Code Section 5097.98; or the NAHC is unable to identify a most likely
descendant or the descendant fails to make a recommendation within 48 hours after being notified. In
consultation with the most likely descendant, the project archaeologist and the Construction Authority
shall determine a course of action regarding preservation or excavation of Native American human
remains, and this recommendation shall be implemented expeditiously. If a most likely descendent
cannot be located or does not make a recommendation, the project archaeologist and the Construction
Authority shall determine a course of action regarding preservation or excavation of Native American
human remains, which shall be submitted to the NAHC for review prior to implementation.


CR-2—Project plans shall specify that a qualified paleontologist shall be contacted in the event that
potential paleontological resources are discovered. Treatment measures may include monitoring by a
qualified paleontologist during construction-related ground disturbing activities if paleontological
resources are discovered. The qualified paleontologic monitor shall retain the option to reduce
monitoring if, in his or her professional opinion, the sediments being monitored were previously
disturbed. Monitoring may also be reduced if the previously described potentially fossiliferous units
are not present or, if present, are determined by qualified paleontologic personnel to have a low
potential to contain fossil resources. The monitor shall be equipped to salvage fossils and samples of
sediments as they are unearthed to avoid construction delays and shall be empowered to temporarily
halt or divert equipment to allow removal of abundant or large specimens. Recovered specimens shall
be prepared to a point of identification and permanent preservation, including washing of sediments
to recover small invertebrates and vertebrates. Specimens shall be curated into a professional,
accredited museum repository with permanent retrievable storage. A report of findings, with an
appended itemized inventory of specimens, shall be prepared and shall signify completion of the
program to mitigate impacts on paleontological resources.

As with all project elements, the construction of the proposed refinements would include implementation
of these measures and the project would continue to result in a less than significant impact on cultural
resources as identified in the Final EIR.
Energy: The proposed refinements will not affect operations of the project LRT and the project would
continue to result in a beneficial effect of slightly decreasing regional energy use.
Construction of the project, including the proposed refinements, would result in the one-time expenditure
of energy during construction operations. As identified in the Final EIR, construction mitigation measures
include the use of newer, more energy-efficient equipment and the minimization of idle times of
construction equipment. These measures, many of which are in Metro’s Green Construction Policy,
include:


CON-9—Contractors shall maintain equipment and vehicle engines in good condition and in proper
tune per manufacturers’ specifications.



CON-10—Heavy-duty trucks shall be prohibited from idling in excess of five minutes, both on- and
off-site.



CON-11—Construction parking shall be configured to minimize traffic interference.
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CON-12—Construction activity that affects traffic flow on the arterial system shall be limited to offpeak hours.



CON-13—Construction staging and vehicle parking, including workers’ vehicles, shall be prohibited
on streets adjacent to sensitive receptors such as schools, daycare centers, senior facilities, and
hospitals.



CON-14—Portable generators shall be low-emitting and use ultra low sulfur diesel (<15 parts per
million) or gasoline.



CON-15—Construction equipment shall use a combination of low sulfur diesel (<15 parts per
million) and exhaust emission controls.



CON-16—The construction process shall use equipment having the minimum practical engine size
(i.e., lowest appropriate horsepower rating for the intended job).



CON-17—Contractors shall be prohibited from tampering with construction equipment to increase
horsepower or defeat emission control devices.



CON-18—The Construction Authority shall designate a person to ensure the implementation of air
quality mitigation measure through direct inspections, records reviews, and complaint investigations.



CON-19—LED lighting shall be used for construction activities taking place at night, to the extent
feasible.

With the implementation of these measures throughout construction, including construction of the
proposed refinements, the project would not result in wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary use of energy
or in a substantial increase energy demand during construction, and impact would continue to be less than
significant.
Geologic Hazards: As with all of the project’s components, the proposed refinements would be
constructed in strict compliance with local, state, or federal regulations or permits as listed in the Final
EIR that have been developed by regulatory agencies to manage geologic and seismic concerns during
construction, and no new or increased impact would result. With this mandatory compliance with current
seismic safety and geotechnical safety requirements and regulations, including safety design standards,
the project would continue to result in less than significant impacts related to geologic and seismic
concerns.
Hazardous Waste and Materials: There are no known hazardous wastes or materials located in the area
of the proposed refinements. However, as identified in the Final EIR, there is the potential to encounter
hazardous materials during shallow soil earth work activities during construction. Such potential impacts
would be mitigated through implementation of the identified mitigation measures in the Final EIR,
including the appropriate investigation of areas undergoing earthwork activities and paint striping
disturbance, and the removal and disposal of impacted materials according to federal and state
requirements conducted as part of construction activities, as follows:


HW-1—A Soil Mitigation Plan shall be prepared once final construction plans are in place, showing
the lateral and vertical extent of soil disturbance. The plan shall establish soil reuse criteria, establish
a sampling plan for stockpiled materials, describe the disposition of materials that do not satisfy the
reuse criteria, and specify criteria for imported materials.



HW-2—During project final design, specific soil testing shall be conducted and necessary and
appropriate specific means for remediation shall be selected and incorporated into construction or
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contract documents, such as excavation with offsite disposal or onsite reuse in low risk areas, vapor
extraction, or in-situ remediation.


HW-3—Risk-based cleanup levels shall be established in the Soil Mitigation Plan, which will be
reviewed and approved by the oversight agency. Soil that contains soluble concentrations of metals in
excess of the Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration (STLC) is considered a California hazardous
waste and shall be removed from the site and disposed of in accordance with federal and state
regulations.



HW-4—Groundwater is not anticipated to be encountered, however, if ongoing engineering indicates
groundwater may be encountered, testing shall be designed and performed to characterize
groundwater where dewatering is required.



HW-5—Hazardous materials, drums, trash, and debris shall be removed and disposed of in
accordance with regulatory guidelines.



HW-6—A health and safety plan shall be developed and implemented for construction personnel.
When ground-disturbing activities begin, the Construction Authority shall identify potential
contamination, such as, but not limited to, the presence of underground facilities, buried debris, waste
drums, tanks, and stained or odorous soils. Should such materials be encountered, further
investigation and analysis shall be conducted and may include the following actions:


Removal and disposal—Identify, remove, transport, and dispose of materials in a licensed Class I,
II, or III disposal facility as established by waste profiling procedures.




Recycling—Treat and/or recycle materials at regulated recycling facilities.
Reuse uncontaminated or treated materials on project lands.




Segregate and stockpile the material on plastic sheeting.
Spray the stockpile with water or a South Coast Air Quality Management District-approved dust
or vapor suppressant, and cover the stockpile with plastic sheeting to prevent exposure to soil.
Provide qualified and trained personnel with personal protective equipment for activities that
include, but are not limited to, excavation, segregation, stockpiling, loading, and transporting
hazardous substances.



With the implementation of these measures during project construction, including the construction of the
proposed refinements, the project potential impacts would continue to be reduced to a less than significant
level. No new or increased impacts would occur.
Safety and Security: The proposed Garey Avenue bridge refinement would result in a beneficial effect of
enhancing vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle safety by providing a grade-separation at this location. The
proposed station platform location refinement would result in a beneficial effect of furthering efficient
and convenient pedestrian and/or user traffic between the Metro Gold Line station and the currently
existing and proximately located Metrolink station, and would also enhance safety. No adverse impacts
would result as a result of the proposed refinements.
Water Resources: As identified in the Final EIR, compliance with local, state, and federal regulations
and requirements would eliminate or reduce impacts on water resources by establishing project controls
through formalized processes, agreements, and permits. The regulatory compliance would include
coordination with regulatory agencies prior to construction to determine the requirements for each
agency’s permits for any blue line streams, as well as potential culverts and/or storm drains affected by
project construction; obtaining an NPDES Construction General Permit from both the Los Angeles
RWQCB and Santa Ana RWQCB, which includes a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
that would be implemented throughout construction; preparing and implementing a Standard Urban
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Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP); developing a Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP) and
submitting WQMP for review to each respective City within the Study Area, which would be acted on by
the Cities prior to the issuance of precise grading permits for project facility development. These plans
will describe the routine and special post-construction BMPs to be used, including both structural and
non-structural measures; describe responsibility for initial implementation and long-term maintenance of
the BMPs; and identify the locations of the structural BMPs. Also, in compliance with existing
regulations, should the project contribute to off-site drainage deficiencies, participation on a fair-share
basis in the construction of improvements necessary (as determined by the Cities affected by the project)
to address these deficiencies would occur.
The proposed refinements, as with all the project’s components, would be constructed in compliance with
these regulations and requirements, which would minimize surface and groundwater quality impacts to
less than significant levels. No new or increased impacts would occur.
Cumulative Impacts: The provision of the proposed refinements has no potential to result in changes in
the project’s location, construction, operation, or function that could lead to new or increased significant
cumulative impacts. As identified in the Final EIR, the project may result in significant cumulative
impacts during construction by (1) contributing to regional cumulative air quality impacts when added
to other transportation projects and improvements within the entire SCAG region that may be under
construction during the same time period, and (2) if unknown buried cultural resources are discovered
during construction of the project then contributing to the significant cumulative impacts related to
discovery of unknown materials at a regional scale identified in the 2012-2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy EIR. No new or increased significant cumulative impacts would
occur as a result of the proposed project refinements.
Growth-Inducing Impacts: The proposed refinements of locating the Pomona station platform closer to
the existing Metrolink station and providing a bridge, rather than an at-grade crossing, at Garey Avenue in
Pomona would have no potential to induce growth beyond that already identified for the project in the
Final EIR. As identified in the Final EIR, the project could potentially attract new transit-oriented
development (TOD) around the light-rail transit (LRT) stations. The Cities of Montclair, Pomona, and
Glendora already include plans for future TOD around the project stations. Thus, the potential future
TOD development would be consistent with land use designations and zoning regulations established by
Pomona and reflective of the City long-term planning goals, objectives, and policies for growth in the
vicinity of the project refinements.
The project, including the proposed refinements, does not include the development of employmentgenerating uses. Though improved transit service would result in reduced traffic congestion and home-towork travel times, which may attract new businesses to the project area, the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) projections of population, households, and employment in the
region through 2035 have taken into account the development of the project from Azusa to Montclair.
The proposed refinements and other project elements do not include and would not result in any
substantial modifications to existing roadways, or other infrastructure facilities or service systems that
could induce growth beyond that already envisioned for the region or by each corridor City.
Thus, the project, including the proposed deign refinements, is not anticipated to directly or indirectly
attract growth beyond that already envisioned in SCAG’s 2012–2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS). The corridor Cities’ land use plans recognize and
account for the project and any future new development would be consistent with each City’s land use
plans and regulations. Therefore, no significant impacts would result.
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FINDING OF NO NEW OR INCREASED SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The provision of the proposed refinements, consisting of locating the Pomona station platform 139 feet
further to the west and providing a bridge rather than an at-grade crossing at Garey Avenue in Pomona,
will not materially change the location, function, or the operational characteristics of the Metro Gold Line
Foothill Extension – Azusa to Montclair project. Based on the evaluation of environmental effects
contained in the 2013 Final EIR and this Addendum No.1, the provision of the proposed refinements has
no potential to result in either new or substantially increased significant environmental impacts. With no
new or greater significant impact and with no change with respect to the circumstances under which the
project is undertaken since the certification of the 2013 Final EIR, the preparation of a subsequent EIR for
the proposed refinements is not warranted.
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Farid Naguib, Wahid Farhat – Intueor
March 26, 2014
Garey Avenue Bridge Traffic Impact Analysis

7700 Irvine Center Drive
Suite 470
Irvine, CA 92618
Phone: (949) 753-9010
Fax: (949) 753-9014

______________________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
A bridge is proposed at the Garey Avenue at-gra de crossing in the City of Pom ona to grade
separate the LRT ( Figure 1). Metrolink and freight train operat ions will con tinue to opera te atgrade. It is assumed that the proposed bridge for the LRT tracks will take-off and rise after the atgrade crossing at Fulton Road and touchdown in advance of Towne Avenue. Subsequently, the
LRT tracks will take-off and rise ag ain before reaching To wne Avenue because of the proposed
grade separation of the LRT tracks at Towne Avenue too.
The objective of this traffic i mpact analysis is to present the change in traffic operations, if any,
along the Garey Avenue intersections, adjacent to the at-grade crossing, due to the proposed LR T
bridge at Garey Avenue.
The four intersection locations previously studi ed in the 2013 Final E IR (FEIR), which m ake up
the study area for the purposes of this tra ffic impact evaluation, are illustrated in Figure 1. The
intersections are located along Ga rey Avenue and adjacent to th e proposed bridge. The study
intersections that were evaluated are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

IMPACT CRITERIA
The methodology used to determ ine adverse or significant im pacts at the study inte rsections is
similar to the m ethodology used in the traffic study for the 2013 environm ental document and
consists of identifying the change in delay betw een the TSM and Build Alternatives and th e No
Build Alternative. Similar to what was applied in the traffic study that was prepared for the 2013
FEIR document, the impact criteria used for this comparison was based on the Los Angeles County
Traffic Impact Analysis Study Guidelines (1997).
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Based on these guidelines under the TSM and B uild Alternatives, an intersection is considered to
have adverse or significant im pacts, if the change in delay from the No Build Alternative is equal
to or greater than the criteria presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Los Angeles County Intersection Impact Thresholds

Control Type
Unsignalized Intersection

Final Level of Service (LOS)
with project

Significant Increase in Delay
from the No Build
(Seconds/Vehicle)

LOS C

≥4

LOS D

≥2

LOS E/F

≥ 1.5

LOS C

≥6

LOS D

≥4

LOS E/F

≥ 2.5

Signalized Intersection

Source: Los Angeles County Traffic Impact Analysis Study Guidelines, 1997.

STUDY INTERSECTIONS AND EXISTING LEVELS OF SERVICE
Turning movement counts for the four study intersections were obtained from the traffic study that
was prepared for the 2013 FEIR docum ent to a ssess existing peak hour traffic co nditions. As
previously noted in the traffi c study, the traf fic volume data collection was conducted on a
representative weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) in May 2010 at the locations shown
in Figure 1. The cho sen intersections are lo cated along Garey Avenue and adjacen t to the
proposed bridge. The AM and PM peak hours were identified as the critical tim e periods for an
assessment of existing conditions.
The intersection analysis showed that all study in tersections being evaluated operated at LOS C or
better during both AM and PM peak hours. Table 2 presents the results of the existing AM and
PM traffic operations and corres ponding LOS at each of the st udy intersections. The deta iled
existing conditions LOS worksheets are presented in Appendix A.

Table 2. Existing Intersection Level of Service Analysis (2010)
#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

Control
Type
Signalized
Signalized
One-Way Stop
Signalized

Average vehicle delay in seconds
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LOS
A
B
B
C

AM
Delay1
6.7
13.2
11.8
21.5

LOS
A
B
B
C

PM
Delay1
4.7
13.3
11.5
25.8

NO BUILD ALTERNATIVE
The No Build Alterna tive represents the bas eline case con sisting of existing and committed
elements of the region’s transportation plan, excluding the proposed project. Consequently, the No
Build Alternative is f ocused on th e preservation of existing services as well as the inclusion of
local project elements that are already pr ogrammed and comm itted. Within the study area,
intersection lane configurations were assumed to be the same as the existing conditions.

Intersection Traffic Conditions
No Build traffic forecasts for year 2035 were deve loped using the sam e growth criteria p resented
in the 2013 FEIR docum ent. Traffic projections fo r the No Build Alternative were developed by
applying an accumulated growth factor of 17.5% to the ex isting peak hour intersection traffic
volumes.
Under the No Build Alternative, all four study intersections would continue to operate at LOS C or
better during both AM and PM peak hours. Table 3 presents the results of the No Build AM a nd
PM peak hour traffic operations and corresponding LOS at each of the study intersections. The
detailed LOS worksheets for the No Build Alternative are presented in Appendix B.

Table 3. No Build Alternative Intersection Level of Service (2035)
#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

Control
Type
Signalized
Signalized
One-Way Stop
Signalized

AM
LOS
Delay1
A
7.5
B
16.0
B
10.8
C
28.3

PM
LOS
Delay1
A
6.0
B
15.8
B
12.4
C
30.9

Average vehicle delay in seconds

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (TSM) ALTERNATIVE
As noted in the 2013 FEIR document, this altern ative proposes a bus ra pid transit (BRT) route
instead of the LRT as a link between the Azusa-Citrus Station and the Montclair Transcenter. The
roadway conditions would be the same as those in the No Build Alternative. Within the study area,
intersection lane configurations were assumed to be the same as the No Build conditions.

Intersection Traffic Conditions
As detailed in the traffic study for the 2013 FEIR , an overall percentage decrease of -0.380% was
applied to the 2035 No Build Alte rnative AM and PM peak hour in tersection volumes to develop
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the future AM and PM peak hour projections f or the TSM Alternative at ea ch of the four study
intersections.
The results of the traffic anal ysis for the TSM Alternative a nd corresponding AM and PM peak
hour LOS, presented in Table 4, are sim ilar to th e No Build Alte rnative. Under the TSM
Alternative, all four study intersections would continue to operate at LOS C or better. The detailed
LOS worksheets for the TSM Alternative are presented in Appendix C.

Table 4. TSM Alternative Intersection Level of Service (2035)
#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

Control
Type
Signalized
Signalized
One-Way Stop
Signalized

LOS
A
B
B
C

AM
Delay1
7.5
16.0
10.8
28.1

LOS
A
B
B
C

PM
Delay1
5.9
15.7
12.4
30.7

Average vehicle delay in second

Summary of Intersection Impacts
Using the threshold criteria presented in Table 1, intersection operating conditions under the TSM
Alternative were com pared with the No Build Alternative to iden tify significantly affected
locations. As indicated in Table 5 and Table 6, no intersections are proj ected to be adversely
affected by the proposed bridge project.

Table 5. AM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison (TSM and No Build
Alternatives)

#
1
2
3
4
1

2035
2035
Change
No Build
TSM
in
Significant
1
1
LOS Delay LOS Delay Delay
Impact
A
7.5
A
7.5
0.0
NO
B
16.0
B
16.0
0.0
NO
B
10.8
B
10.8
0.0
NO
C
28.3
C
28.1
-0.2
NO

Control
Intersection
Type
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Signalized
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway
Signalized

Average vehicle delay in seconds
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Table 6. PM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison (TSM and No Build
Alternatives)

#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

2035
2035
Change
No Build
TSM
Control
in
Significant
1
1
Type
LOS Delay LOS Delay Delay
Impact
Signalized
A
6.0
A
5.9
-0.1
NO
Signalized
B
15.8
B
15.7
-0.1
NO
One-Way Stop B
12.4
B
12.4
0.0
NO
Signalized
C
30.9
C
30.7
-0.2
NO

Average vehicle delay in seconds

BUILD ALTERNATIVE
As described in the 2013 FEIR, the Build Altern ative would be a 12.3-m ile LRT line extending
from just east of the Az usa-Citrus station (built as part of the Pasadena to Azusa extension) to
Montclair. Within the Garey Avenue study area, in tersection lane configurations were assum ed to
be the same as the No Build and TSM Alternatives.

Intersection Traffic Conditions
Similar to the TSM Alterna tive, adjustments to traffic flow patterns as a result of the Build
Alternative were determ ined by using projecti ons from the 2013 FE IR. An overall percentage
decrease of -1.380% was applied to the 2035 No
Build AM and PM peak hour intersection
volumes to develop the AM and PM peak hour traffic projections for the Build Alternative at each
of the four study intersections. Also, the turni ng movement traffic volum es were adjusted to
reflect increased vehicular activity due to the Pomona station and its associated parking structure.
Under the Build Alternative, all four study intersections would cont inue to operate at LOS C or
better during both AM and PM peak hours. Table 7 presents the results of the Build AM and PM
peak hour traffic operations and corresponding
LOS at e ach of the study intersections. The
detailed LOS worksheets for the Build Alternative are presented in Appendix D.

Table 7. Build Alternative Intersection Level of Service (2035)
#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

Control
Type
Signalized
Signalized
One-Way Stop
Signalized

Average vehicle delay in seconds
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AM
LOS
Delay1
A
7.9
C
32.6
A
9.4
C
29.9

PM
LOS
Delay1
A
5.9
B
18.5
B
13.2
C
34.5

Summary of Intersection Impacts
Using the threshold criteria presented in Table 1, intersection operating conditions under the Build
Alternative were com pared with the No Build Alternative to iden tify significantly affected
locations. Table 8 and Table 9 summarize intersection impacts for the AM and P M peak hours,
respectively. As indicated in Table 8 and Table 9, one intersection within the study area is
projected to be adversely affected by the pr oposed LRT pr oject during the AM pe ak hour. This
impact is not new and was previously identified as a significant impact in the 2013 FEIR on page
2-94, Table 2-27. This impact, at the Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue intersection is generally due to
the increase in the num ber of vehicles at this intersection, which are destined for and
accessing/exiting the parking structure at the Pomona Station. This pr eviously identified impact is
not new and is unrelated to the proposed Gare
y Avenue bridge. In summary, there are no
significant impacts to the four stud y intersections which can be at tributed to the Garey Avenue
bridge. These results are presented in Table 10 and Table 11 for the AM and PM peak hours,
respectively. The two tables show a com parison between the 2035 Build Alternative for the
existing approved project and the 2035 Build Altern ative for the proposed LRT bridge at Garey
Avenue. Both tables show no chan ge in the d elay between the two Build conditions for the AM
and PM peak hours.

Table 8. AM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison (Build and No Build
Alternatives)

#
1
2
3
4
1

2035
2035
Change
No Build
Build
Control
in
Significant
Intersection
Type
LOS Delay1 LOS Delay1 Delay
Impact
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
A
7.5
A
7.9
0.4
NO
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue Signalized
B
16.0
C
32.6
16.6
YES
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
B
10.8
A
9.4
-1.4
NO
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway Signalized
C
28.3
C
29.9
1.6
NO

Average vehicle delay in seconds

Table 9. PM Peak Hour Intersection Impacts Comparison (Build and No Build
Alternatives)

#
1
2
3
4
1

2035
2035
Change
No Build
Build
Control
in
Significant
Intersection
Type
LOS Delay1 LOS Delay1 Delay
Impact
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
A
6.0
A
5.9
-0.1
NO
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue Signalized
B
15.8
B
18.5
2.7
NO
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
B
12.4
B
13.2
0.8
NO
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway Signalized
C
30.9
C
34.5
3.6
NO

Average vehicle delay in seconds
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Table 10. AM Peak Hour Intersection LOS Comparison Between the Approved
Project and the Proposed LRT Bridge

#
1
2
3
4
1

Intersection
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway

2035 Build for
the Approved
Project
Control
Type
LOS
Delay1
Signalized
A
7.9
Signalized
C
32.6
One-Way Stop
A
9.4
Signalized
C
29.9

2035 Build for
the Proposed
LRT Bridge
LOS
Delay1
A
7.9
C
32.6
A
9.4
C
29.9

Change in
Delay
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Average vehicle delay in seconds

Table 11. PM Peak Hour Intersection LOS Comparison Between the Approved
Project and the Proposed LRT Bridge

#
1
2
3
4
1

2035 Build for
the Approved
Project
Control
Intersection
Type
LOS Delay1
Garey Avenue/Harrison Avenue Signalized
A
5.9
Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
Signalized
B
18.5
Garey Avenue/Santa Fe Street One-Way Stop
B
13.2
Garey Avenue/Arrow Highway
Signalized
C
34.5

2035 Build for
the Proposed
LRT Bridge
LOS
Delay1
A
5.9
B
18.5
B
13.2
C
34.5

Change in
Delay
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Average vehicle delay in seconds

MITIGATION MEASURES
Since the proposed Garey Avenue bridge does not result in any additional new significant impacts,
there is no need f or any addition al new m itigations measures due to this prop osed project
variation. Therefore, no new mitigation measures, above and beyond those identified in the 201 3
FEIR, are proposed.
As previously identified in the 2013 FEIR on page 2-112, the Metro Gold Line Foothill Extension
Construction Authority shall cooperatively work with the City of Pomona, and contribute funding
as necessary, to modify the Garey A venue and Bonita Avenue intersection with in existing rightof-way. The proposed modification is a restri ping of the northbound appr oach to provide two
exclusive left turn lanes, one through lane, and one shared through/right turn lane. T he “receiving
leg” would also be restriped to provide two through lanes.

LEVEL OF IMPACT AFTER MITIGATION
The results of the intersection operating conditions after implementation of the Build Alte rnative
mitigation measures, are provided in Table 12. These results are taken from page 2-113, Table 28

33 of the 2013 FEIR. As shown, the intersection of Garey Avenue and Bonita Avenue will be
mitigated to a level tha t is less than significant. The detaile d LOS worksheets for the m itigated
Build conditions are presented in Appendix E.

Table 12. Build Alternative—Mitigated Intersection Level of Service (LOS)
#

Intersection

2 Garey Avenue/Bonita Avenue
1

LOS
C

AM
Delay1
21.9

LOS
B

PM
Delay1
19.1

Residual
Impact
No

Average vehicle delay in seconds

ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC ISSUES
In the 2013 FEIR, Garey Avenue was identified as a grade crossing locati on that would require
improvements to m aintain safe operations of th e proposed LRT with an at-grade configuration.
With the implementation of the proposed Garey Ave nue bridge to grade separate the LRT tracks
from the at-grade crossing at Garey Avenue; th e need for these proposed at-grade im provements
would no longer be necessary for this project. Ho wever, their implementation would constitute an
improvement for Metrolink and freight train oper ations. Consequently, pa ge 2-112 of the 2013
FEIR discusses two proposed long-term mitigation measures, LTR-6 and LTR-7, whi ch would be
implemented to enhance at-grade crossing operati ons for Metrolink and fr eight trains at Garey
Avenue.
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Appendix B: Noise and Vibration
Technical Report

MEMORANDUM
To:

John Gah
hbauer
Parsons Brinkerhofff

From:

Shannon McKenna
Steven Wolf
W
ATS Consulting

Date:

March 27, 2014

Subject:

ation Impactt Assessmen
nt for the Ga
arey Avenue
e LRT Bridge
e
Draft: Noiise and Vibra

INTROD
DUCTION
This mem
morandum preesents the noisse and vibratiion impact asssessment for the incorporaation of a lighht-rail
transit (LR
RT) bridge att Garey Avenu
ue as part of the
t Metro Goold Line Foothhill Extensionn Azusa to
Montclairr project. The Final Enviro
onmental Impaact Report (E
EIR) for the prroject was com
mpleted in
February 2013. The deesign at the tim
me the Final EIR
E was comp
mpleted includded an at-gradde crossing at
Garey Av
venue in Pomo
ona. Incorporrating an LRT
T bridge at Gaarey Avenue w
will result in a change in thhe PE
drawings used for the Final
F
EIR anaalysis between
n station 19022+63 and 19332+53. The onnly noise andd
vibration sensitive receeivers located
d within these station limitss are a clusterr of single fam
mily residencees on
Kimball Avenue
A
betweeen Garey Av
venue and Tow
wne Avenue ssouth of the pproject right-oof-way. The
residencess are shown in
n Figure 1 an
nd Figure 2 in the cluster laabeled EB1. T
This is the sam
me labeling uused
to represeent these resid
dences in the noise
n
and vibration analysiis in the 20133 Final EIR.
The noisee and vibration
n prediction methodology
m
for the predicctions presentted in this repport follow thhe
same meth
hodology as was
w presented
d in the Noisee and Vibratioon Technical Report that iss included in the
2013 Finaal EIR. The prrediction metthodology and
d impact thressholds used too assess impaact follow the
guidance set forth in th
he Federal Traansit Adminisstration (FTA
A) Guidance M
Manual1. Backkground
on and definittions of key noise
n
and vibrration terms aare included inn Appendix A of this
informatio
memorand
dum.
The main factors that affect
a
the pred
dicted noise and
a vibration levels from liight-rail transsit (LRT)
operationss are:


diistance from the
t sensitive receiver
r
to th
he LRT trackss,



light-rail vehiccle (LRV) speeed, and



trrack type.

The incorrporation of th
he LRT bridge will not chaange the horizzontal distancce from the seensitive receivvers
to the LRT
T tracks or th
he LRV speed
d. The track ty
ype on the LR
RT bridge struucture will bee ballast-and-ttie,
1

Transit Noise
N
and Vibra
ation Impact Assessment, US Department oof Transportatioon, Federal Traansit Administrration,
Document FTA-VA-90-1
1003-06, May 2006.
2
215 North Marengo Avenue, Suiite 100

Pasadena, CA
A 91101

t 626 710 44
400

www.ATSConsultting.com
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the same track-type
t
as the at-grade design.
d
Howeever, the trackks will be on tthe LRT briddge structure aand
vibration levels are abo
out 10 dB low
wer for LRT trrack on an eleevated structuure.
wing sectionss of this memo
orandum incllude the prediicted noise annd vibration leevels and imppact
The follow
assessmen
nt for the senssitive receiverrs located neaar the LRT brridge. The preedicted noise and vibrationn
levels for the residencees in the Pomo
ona EB1 clusster do not excceed the FTA
A impact thressholds.
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Pag
ge 3

Figure 1: Plan and Profile of
o Garey Avenuee LRT Bridge (P
Page 1)
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Pag
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Figure 2: Plan and Profile of
o Garey Avenuee LRT Bridge (P
Page 2)
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NOISE IMPACT
I
AS
SSESSMENT
The noisee sensitive recceivers potenttially affected
d by the LRT bbridge at Garrey Avenue arre five single-family ressidences (SFR
Rs) on Kimbaall Avenue bettween Garey Avenue and Towne Avennue south of thhe
project rig
ght-of-way. The
T locations of the residen
nces are show
wn in Figure 1 and Figure 2 where the clluster
of residen
nces is labeled
d EB1. This iss the same lab
bel applied too these residennces in the 20013 Final EIR
R.
Determiniing the existin
ng noise levell at a sensitive receiver is aan important step in the nooise impact
assessmen
nt because thee thresholds for
f noise impaact are based on existing nnoise. The noiise impact
thresholdss are higher for
fo areas with high existing
g noise levels and lower forr areas with low existing nnoise
levels.
dences in clusster EB1 nearr the LRT briddge at Garey Avenue was
The existiing noise leveel for the resid
measured nearby at 2655 Deodar Ro
oad, Pomona.. The measureed day-night noise level (L
Ldn) was 62 ddBA.
The primaary noise sourrce was train traffic (Metro
olink and freiight) on the exxisting trackss. The moderaate
impact thrreshold for an
n existing noise level of 62
2 dBA is an inncrease in noiise level of 1.7 dB and the
severe im
mpact threshold
d is an increaase in noise level of 4.4 dB
B.
The key assumptions
a
in
ncluded in thee noise predicction for the rresidences in cluster EB1 aare:


The
T sensitive receivers
r
are 158 ft from th
he eastbound LRT track. T
This is the disttance from thhe
ceenterline of th
he track to thee facade of th
he nearest resiidence withinn the cluster.



LRVs
L
will trav
vel 65 mph th
hrough this areea.



The
T reference train noise lev
vel is an Lmaax of 77.7 dBA
A at 50 ft andd 40 mph for a 2 car train ffor
baallast-and-tie track.



There
T
will be ballast-and-tie
b
e track near th
he sensitive reeceivers.



There
T
will be 63
6 train eventts during dayttime hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) and 21 trrain events duuring
niighttime hourrs (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). Metrro will operatte two car traiins. The samee operating
asssumptions were
w applied in
n the 2013 Fin
nal EIR analyysis.



The
T existing frreight track within
w
the project right-of-w
way will be reelocated as paart of the project.
Frreight traffic on this track (four BNSF freight
f
trains daily) is incluuded in the prroject noise
prredictions.

Table 1 sh
hows the pred
dicted noise leevels at the seensitive receivver cluster EB
B1. The prediicted noise levvel is
an Ldn off 63.5 dBA, a 1.5 dB increaase over the existing
e
noisee level. The m
moderate impaact threshold iis an
increase of
o 1.7 dB. Theerefore, no no
oise impact is predicted at tthe sensitive receivers andd no noise
mitigation
n is recommen
nded.
LRT
Table 2 sh
hows the pred
dicted noise leevel by source. Included inn the predicteed future noisee level is the L
noise, BN
NSF (freight trrain) noise, an
nd existing traaffic noise (w
which includess Metrolink trrain traffic onn
existing trracks that are not located within
w
the pro
oject right-of-w
way and will not be relocaated as part off the
project).
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Table
T
1:
Clusterr
Eng.
No.1
Station
Pomona Eastbound
EB1

1929+00

Predicted Noise
N
Level aand Impact A
Assessment

Dist.,
ft2

Sp
peed,
mph
m

Existting
Ldn, dBA

Predic
cted
Ldn, d
dBA

158

65

62
2

63..5

Thres
shold3
Mod. Sev.
1.7

Im
mpact

No
o. of
Imp
pacts

No

--

4.4

Source: ATS
A
Consulting
g, 2014
Notes:
1
The build
dings included in each clusterr are detailed in
n Figure 1 and Figure 2
2
The dista
ance in feet fro
om the closest sensitive
s
receiv
ver in the cluste
osed near light--rail track.
er to the propo
3
The threshold is the allo
owable increas
se in noise from
m the existing L
Ldn. The FTA d
designates two
o threshold leve
els:
e and severe.
moderate

Table 2::

Pred
dicted Noise L
Levels by Sou
urce
Catego
ory 2 Land Usses

Cluster
No.1

Eng.
Station

Pomona Eastbound
EB1
1929+00

Dist.,
ft2

LR
RT
Ldn
n,
dBA
A

158

56..5

BNSF
BNSF Ho
orn
Traffiic
Predictted
Existing
Ldn, dB
BA Ldn, dB
BA Noise Ldn3, Ldn4, d
dBA Ldn5, d
dBA
dBA
A
41.7

53.3

62

63.5
5

62

Source: ATS Consulting,, 2014
Notes:
1
The buildings included in each cluster are detailed in
n Figure 1 and F
Figure 2.
2
The dista
ance in feet from
m the closest sensitive
s
receiv
ver in the cluste
er to the propossed near light-rrail track.
3
The traffic
c noise Ldn is the
t measured existing
e
Ldn wiithout the BNS
SF train and horrn noise.
4
The predicted Ldn is the
e sum of the LR
RT Ldn, BNSF Ldn, BNSF ho
orn Ldn, and Trraffic Noise Ldn
n.
5
The existing Ldn is the measured
m
existing noise leve
el.

VIBRAT
TION IMPACT ASSES
SSMENT
Vibration from LRVs on
o an elevated
d structure is about 10 deccibels lower thhan vibration from LRVs oon atgrade tracck, because th
he structure atttenuates the vibration.
v
Thee location of tthe sensitive receivers relaative
to the Garrey Avenue LRT
L
bridge strructure is sho
own in Figuree 1 and Figuree 2. The resideences are at thhe
east end of
o the LRT bridge, where th
he tracks hav
ve already desscended closee to existing ggrade. At this
location we
w do not exp
pect the vibrattion levels to be reduced byy the LRT briidge structuree at the sensittive
receivers.
There are no changes to the assumptions used in the vibrationn predictions ffrom the 20133 Final EIR
i
the distance from
m the sensitive receiver to the LRT trackks, LRV speeed, and track ttype.
analysis, including
The vibraation predictio
on methodology, including
g the Force Deensity Level ((FDL) and Liine Source
Transfer Mobility
M
(LST
TM), are expllained in detaail in the Noisse and Vibratiion Technicall Report in thee
Final EIR
R.
The predicted vibration
n level at the sensitive receeiver is 67 VddB in the 31.55 Hz 1/3 octavve band, whicch is
5 decibelss below the im
mpact thresho
old. No vibration mitigationn is recommeended.
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Table 3:
Clusterr
No.1

Eng.
Station

Prediccted Vibratio
on Levels in P
Pomona, Cattegory 2 Lan
nd Uses
Dist., ft2 Sp
peed, Thres
shold,
mph
m
Vd
dB

Pre
edicted
Ban d Max.,
V
VdB3

1//3 Octave
B
Band, Hz4

IImpact

No
o. of
Imp
pacts5

67

31.5

No

--

Pomona Eastbound
EB1

1929+00

158

65

72
2

Source: Metro
M
Gold Line
e Foothill Exten
nsion, Azusa to
o Montclair Fina
al EIR, 2013
Notes:
1
The clus
ster numbers re
efer to the same
e sensitive receivers used forr the noise ana
alysis. The build
dings included in
each clus
ster are detailed
d in Figure 1 an
nd Figure 2.
2
The dista
ance in feet fro
om the closest sensitive
s
receiv
ver in the cluste
er to the propo
osed near light--rail track.
3
Maximum
m predicted vib
bration level in any 1/3 octave
e band.
4
The 1/3 octave
o
band th
hat corresponds
s to the predictted band maxim
mum.
5
Number of dwelling units in the cluste
er.

COMPA
ARISON OF
F FINAL EIR
R PROJEC
CT AND LR
RT BRIDGE
E PROJECT
T
The incorrporation of th
he LRT bridge will result in
i a vertical chhange in the ttrack locationn, but will nott
result in a horizontal ch
hange in the track
t
location
n. The incorpooration of the LRT bridge w
will also resuult in
a shift of a proposed sttation platform
m farther west. The sensitivve receivers nnear the propoosed LRT briidge
(cluster EB1 in Pomon
na) are located
d at the east end of the briddge, where thee proposed toop of rail will be
about 5 feeet higher than
n the proposeed top of rail for
f the Final E
EIR project. T
The 5 foot eleevation differrence
does not result
r
in a chaange in the preedicted noise or vibration levels. The prredicted noisee and vibratioon
levels for both the Finaal EIR Projectt and Addend
dum Project ar
are shown in T
Table 4. There are no sensiitive
receivers near the prop
posed platform
m for the Finaal EIR projectt or for the LR
RT bridge prooject, so the shhift
in the plattform location
n will not resu
ult in any chaanges to the nnoise or vibrattion analysis.
Table 4:
4
Clusterr
No.1

Eng.
Station

Com
mparison of P
Predicted Leevels

2

Dist., ft Sp
peed, Adden
ndum
Fin
nal EIR
mph
m
Prediicted
Pre
edicted
Noise
Noise
e Level3,
3
Lev
vel ,
Ldn
n, dBA
Ldn, dBA

Ad
ddendum
P
Predicted
V
Vib Level,
B
Band Max,
VdB

Final EIR
R
Predicted V
Vib
L
Level, Band Max,
VdB

67

67

Pomona Eastbound
EB1

1929+00

158

65

63
3.5

6
63.5

Notes:
1
The build
dings included in the cluster are
a detailed in Figure
F
1 and F
Figure 2.
2
The dista
ance in feet fro
om the closest sensitive
s
receiv
ver in the cluste
osed near light--rail track.
er to the propo
3
The pred
dicted Ldn is the sum of the LRT
L
Ldn, BNSF
F Ldn, BNSF ho
orn Ldn, and T
Traffic Noise Ld
dn.
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APPEND
DIX A: FUN
NDAMENTA
AL CONCE
EPTS OF N
NOISE AND
D VIBRATIO
ON
Noise Fundament
F
tals
Sound is mechanical
m
en
nergy transmiitted by presssure waves in a compressibble medium suuch as air. Nooise
is generally defined as unwanted or excessive sou
und. Sound c an vary in inttensity by oveer one millionn
times with
hin the range of human heaaring. Therefo
fore, a logarithhmic scale, knnown as the ddecibel scale ((dB),
is used to quantify soun
nd intensity and
a compress the scale to a more convennient range.
c
by both its am
mplitude and frequency (oor pitch). The human ear dooes not hear aall
Sound is characterized
frequenciees equally. In
n particular, th
he ear deemph
hasizes low an
and very high frequencies. To better
approximate the sensitiivity of humaan hearing, thee A-weightedd decibel scalee has been deeveloped. Aweighted decibels are abbreviated
a
as
a “dBA.” On this scale, thee human rangge of hearing extends from
m
approximately 3 dBA to
t around 140
0 dBA. As a point
p
of refereence, Figure 3 includes exaamples of Aweighted sound levels from commo
on indoor and outdoor sounnds.

Figure 3: Typical Indoor and Outtdoor Noise L
Levels
Using the decibel scalee, sound levells from two orr more sourcees cannot be ddirectly addedd together to
determinee the overall sound
s
level. Rather,
R
the com
mbination off two sounds aat the same leevel yields an
increase of
o 3 dB. The smallest
s
recog
gnizable chan
nge in sound llevel is approoximately 1 dB
B. A 3-dB inccrease
in the A-W
Weighted sou
und level is geenerally consiidered percep tible, whereaas a 5-dB increease is readilyy
perceptiblle. A 10-dB in
ncrease is jud
dged by most people as an approximate doubling of tthe perceivedd
loudness.
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The two primary
p
factorrs that reducee levels of env
vironmental ssounds are inccreasing the ddistance betweeen
the sound
d source and th
he receiver an
nd having inteervening obsttacles such ass walls, buildiings, or terrainn
features th
hat block the direct path beetween the so
ound source annd the receiveer. Factors that act to makee
environmental sounds louder includ
de moving thee sound sourc e closer to thee receiver, soound enhancem
ments
y reflections, and
a focusing caused by vaarious meteoroological condditions.
caused by
Following
g are brief deffinitions of th
he measures of
o environmenntal noise used in this studyy:


Maximum
M
Soun
nd Level (Lmaax): Lmax is thee maximum soound level that occurs duriing an event ssuch
ass a train passiing. For this analysis
a
Lmax is
i defined as tthe maximum
m sound level using the sloow
seetting on a staandard sound level meter.



Equivalent
E
Sou
und Level (Leqq): Environmeental sound fl
fluctuates connstantly. The eequivalent souund
leevel (Leq) is th
he most comm
mon means off characterizinng communityy noise. Leq reepresents a
co
onstant sound
d that, over a specified periiod of time, hhas the same ssound energy as the timevaarying sound.. Leq is used by
b the FTA to
o evaluate noiise effects at iinstitutional laand uses, such as
scchools, church
hes, and libraaries, from pro
oposed transitt projects.



Day-Night
D
Sou
und Level (Ldnn): Ldn is basiccally a 24-houur Leq with ann adjustment tto reflect the
grreater sensitiv
vity of most people
p
to nigh
httime noise. T
The adjustmeent is a 10 dB penalty for aall
so
ound that occurs between the
t hours of 10:00
1
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Thhe effect of thee penalty is thhat,
when
w
calculating Ldn, any ev
vent that occu
urs during thee nighttime iss equivalent too ten occurrennces
off the same ev
vent during thee daytime. Ldn
asure of total community nnoise
d is the most common mea
ov
ver a 24-hourr period and iss used by the FTA to evaluuate residential noise effeccts from propoosed
trransit projectss.



LXX
e percent of tiime a sound level
l
is exceedded during thhe measuremeent period. Foor
X : This is the
ex
xample, the L99 is the soun
nd level exceeeded during 999 percent of tthe measurem
ment period. F
For a
1--hour period, L99 is the sou
und level exceeeded for all eexcept 36 secconds of the hhour. The tablles of
th
he hourly noisse levels in Appendix
A
B include L1, L33, L50, and L99, the sound leevels exceededd
1 percent, 33 percent,
p
50 peercent and 99 percent of thee hour. L1 reppresents typiccal maximum
so
ound levels, L33 is approxim
mately equal to Leq when ffree-flowing ttraffic is the ddominant noisse
so
ource, L50 is the
t median so
ound level, an
nd L99 is closee to the minim
mum sound levvel.



So
ound Exposurre Level (SEL
L): SEL is a measure
m
of thee acoustic eneergy of an eveent such as a train
paassing. In essence, the acoustic energy of
o the event i s compressedd into a 1-secoond period. SEL
in
ncreases as the sound levell of the event increases andd as the duratiion of the eveent increases. It is
offten used as an
a intermediatte value in caalculating oveerall metrics ssuch as Leq annd Ldn.



So
ound Transmission Class (STC):
(
STC ratings
r
are useed to comparee the sound innsulating
efffectiveness of
o different ty
ypes of noise barriers,
b
incluuding window
ws, walls, etc. Although thee
am
mount of attenuation variees with frequeency, the STC
C rating providdes a rough estimate of thee
trransmission lo
oss from a parrticular windo
ow or wall.

Vibratio
on Fundam
mentals
One poten
ntial commun
nity effect from
m the proposeed project is vvibration thatt is transmitteed from the traacks
through th
he ground to adjacent
a
housses. This is referred to as ggroundborne vvibration. Whhen evaluatingg
human ressponse, groun
ndborne vibraation is usuallly expressed iin terms of deecibels using tthe root meann
square (R
RMS) vibration
n velocity. RM
MS is defined
d as the averaage of the squuared amplitudde of the vibrration
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signal. To
o avoid confussion with sou
und decibels, the
t abbreviatiion VdB is ussed for vibratiion decibels. All
vibration decibels in th
his report use a decibel refeerence of 1 m
micro-inch/seccond (µin/sec..).2 The potenntial
adverse efffects of rail transit
t
ground
dborne vibratiion are as folllows:


Perceptible
P
Bu
uilding Vibration: This iss when buildiing occupantss feel the vibrration of the ffloor
orr other buildin
ng surfaces. Experience
E
haas shown thatt the thresholdd of human peerception is
arround 65 VdB
B and that vib
bration that ex
xceeds 75 to 880 VdB may bbe intrusive aand annoying to
bu
uilding occup
pants.



Rattle:
R
The bu
uilding vibratiion can causee rattling of iteems on shelves and hanginng on walls, aand
vaarious differeent rattle and buzzing
b
noisees from windoows and doorrs.



Reradiated
R
Noise: The vibration of room
m surfaces raddiates sound waves that m
may be audiblee to
hu
umans. This is
i referred to as groundborrne noise. Whhen audible grroundborne nnoise occurs, iit
so
ounds like a low-frequency
y rumble. Forr a surface raiil system suchh as the propoosed build
allternatives, th
he groundborn
ne noise is usu
ually maskedd by the normaal airborne nooise radiated ffrom
th
he transit vehiicle and the raails.



Damage
D
to Bu
uilding Strucctures: Althou
ugh it is concceivable that vvibration from
m a light-rail
sy
ystem could cause
c
damagee to fragile bu
uildings, the vvibration from
m light-rail traansit systems iis
ussually one to two orders off magnitude below
b
the mo st restrictive tthresholds forr preventing
bu
uilding damage. Hence thee vibration eff
ffect criteria fo
focus on humaan annoyancee, which occuurs at
much
m
lower am
mplitudes than
n does buildin
ng damage.

Vibration is an oscillattory motion th
hat can be desscribed in term
ms of the dispplacement, veelocity, or
acceleration of the mottion. The resp
ponse of humaans to vibratioon is very com
mplex. Howeever, the geneeral
consensuss is that for th
he vibration frrequencies geenerated by paassenger trainns, human respponse is best
approximated by the viibration veloccity level. Theerefore, vibraation velocity has been useed in this studdy to
describe train-generate
t
ed vibration leevels.
When evaaluating humaan response, groundborne
g
vibration
v
is uusually expresssed in terms of decibels ussing
the root mean
m
square (R
RMS) vibration velocity. RMS
R
is defineed as the averrage of the sqquared amplituude
of the vibration signal. To avoid con
nfusion with sound
s
decibells, the abbrevviation VdB iss used for
vibration decibels. All vibration deccibels in this report
r
use a ddecibel referennce of 1 µin/ssec.
Figure 4 shows
s
typicall vibration lev
vels from rail and non-rail sources as weell as the hum
man and structture
response to
t such levelss.

2

One µin/ssec= 10 -6 in/seec.
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Figure
F
4: Typ
pical Vibrati on Levels
Although there has beeen relatively little
l
research into human aand building rresponse to ggroundborne
vibration, there is substantial experiience with vib
bration from rrail systems. IIn general, thhe collective
experiencce indicates th
hat:


Itt is rare that groundborne
g
vibration
v
from
m transit systeems results inn building dam
mage, even minor
co
osmetic damaage. The prim
mary consideraation thereforre is whether vvibration willl be intrusive to
bu
uilding occup
pants or will interfere with interior activvities or machhinery.



The
T threshold for human peerception is ap
pproximately 65 VdB. Vibbration levels in the range oof 70
to
o 75 VdB are often noticeaable but accep
ptable. Beyonnd 80 VdB, viibration levelss are often
co
onsidered unaacceptable.



For human ann
noyance, theree is a relation
nship betweenn the number of daily evennts and the deggree
off annoyance caused
c
by gro
oundborne vib
bration. The F
FTA Guidancce Manual inccludes an 8 VddB
hiigher impact threshold if th
here are feweer than 30 eveents per day an
and a 3 VdB hhigher threshoold if
th
here are fewerr than 70 even
nts per day.

Often it iss necessary to
o determine th
he contributio
on at differentt frequencies w
when evaluatting vibrationn or
noise sign
nals. The 1/3-octave band spectrum
s
is th
he most comm
mon procedurre used to evaaluate frequenncy
componen
nts of acousticc signals. Thee term “octave” has been bborrowed from
m music wherre it refers to a
span of eiight notes. Th
he ratio of the highest frequ
uency to the l owest frequenncy in an octaave is 2:1. Foor a
1/3-octavee band spectrum, each octaave is divided
d into three baands where thhe ratio of thee lowest frequuency
to the high
hest frequenccy in each 1/3-octave band is 21/3:1 (1.266:1). An octavve consists off three 1/3 octtaves.
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The 1/3-o
octave band sp
pectrum of a signal
s
is obtained by passiing the signal through a baank of filters. Each
filter excludes all comp
ponents excep
pt those that are
a between thhe upper and lower range of one 1/3-occtave
band. Thee FTA Guidan
nce Manual iss a good referrence for addiitional inform
mation on trannsit noise and
vibration and the techn
nical terms used in this secttion.

